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Linda and Liz
enjoying Edinburgh!

Amazing People,
Amazing Work!
On the 17th of March 2017, we held our
first Celebration and Recognition Event in
Colville Park Club, Motherwell.
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SOL Connect
become record
breakers
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This issue of The SOL Singer highlights what was a fantastic
event for the organisation, staff and the people we work for.
We have 20 pages dedicated to the event with a recap on the
major points and participants. To top it all off we have loads
of lovely pictures that really captured a spectacular night.
We hope that this will be the first of many events that will be
held to celebrate our 20th anniversary. Find out how you
can take part in this year of activities!
A very big thank you to Ainsley Fitzhenry-Niven for taking
the lovely photographs of the evening.

visit our website www.forliving.org

Celebration and
Recognition Event
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Love is in the air!

The building blocks of our organisation!
This issue of The SOL Singer looks back on the excellent
Celebration and Recognition Event that was took place on
the 17th of March 2017.

Linda and Liz spent a weekend in
Edinburgh in November last year for
a wee theatre break.

It was a brilliant evening that focussed on, and celebrated, the
exceptional staff that we have in SOL and the great things going on in
the lives of the people we work for.
I have said to you all, on numerous occasions, that we can only offer
support to people in the exceptional way we do because SOL has
amazing staff. The staff who work in SOL really are the building blocks
on which this organisation is built. I could literally talk for hours about
the amazing things our staff do every day.

Donna Thompson

The event also so us launch ‘The Wall of SOL’. This ‘wall’ recognises members of staff
who have over 10 years service. This amazing list represents the dedication and loyalty of
our staff, to both the organisation and the people we work for. There are nearly 70 names
on the board and we will be adding more names in the near future and doing so on a
regular basis hereafter.
SOL staff consistently go above and beyond their role to ensure the people we work for
live the best lives possible. From myself and all of the Leadership Team we thank you for
everything you do.
I hope you enjoy this issue of the SOL Singer.

Archie Martin’s 70th Birthday Celebrations
SOL’s very own Quality Checker, and the SOL Singer’s
Film Reviewer, Archie Martin, turned 70 years young
on 5th December 2016 and had a party in his home on
Sunday 4th December to celebrate the event.
A gathering of Archie’s family, friends, neighbours and
support staff were in attendance to help him celebrate
his special day. Archie’s home was decorated with lots
of banners and balloons so there was no doubt as to
what age he was... especially as he was wearing his ‘70’
badges as well!
Archie received lots of cards and gifts and he thoroughly
enjoyed his day.
Archie is pictured with his ‘football’ themed cake.
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Linda and Liz enjoying Edinburgh
The girls checked in to the Mercure
Hotel then headed to the Playhouse
to see the musical ‘Ghost’. The role of
Molly was played by Sarah Harding
(who used to be in the band ‘Girls
Aloud’). The show was well staged
managed and the casts performance
was excellent. It even brought a wee
tear to Linda’s eye at the end. Then
again I defy anyone to see Ghost and
not have a tear in their eye!

Linda and Liz seeing some of the sights
during their weekend in Edinburgh

The Christmas Market and all the
Christmas lights were on in the city
and Linda and Liz thought they were
exceptional.
They had a great time walking through
the market stalls and there was certainly
plenty to look at! The lights on George
Street were absolutely stunning.
Linda certainly caught the theatre bug
as since then she has been to see
‘Menopause the Musical’ in Motherwell
and ‘The Full Monty’ in Glasgow and
is looking forward to her next theatre
outing.

Send us your stories!
If you have any stories that you would like featured in The SOL Singer then please
contact Donna Bruce in The SOL office. Please call her on 01698 276206 or send her
an e-mail to donna.bruce@forliving.org
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Martin enjoys an ‘amazing’
night at the theatre!

SOL Connect become record
breakers at the ‘Sloshathon’!

“I closed my eyes, drew back the curtains
ah, ah, ah, to see for certain, what I
thought I knew”… This was the song
Martin had stuck in his head after seeing
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolour
Dreamcoat in Edinburgh recently.
Martin and Cat kicked off their day out having
lunch in Motherwell before travelling through
to Edinburgh by train.
Martin is not only a big football fan but he’s
also a fan of musicals, so he was delighted to
get tickets to see ‘Joseph’ (as it is nicknamed
in musical circles).
The lead role of Joseph was played by Joe
McElderry; who people will remember as
winning the X Factor when he was just 18.
Martin and Cat had a great time and said
the show was excellent and the cast were
amazing. Martin said this was now his
favourite musical.
After the journey back after a long day Martin
went straight to bed humming the line from
the same song “any dream will do!”

Some of the team recently took part in
North Lanarkshire Council’s world record
breaking ‘Sloshathon’. More than 500 people
took part in the event which was held at
Ravenscraig Sports Facility in Motherwell.

Martin enjoyed
his day out in
Edinburgh

The team enjoying a ‘beautiful
day’ at the Sloshathon

Attendees took part in a 5 minute ‘slosh’ to help
raise funds and awareness of the Westfield
British Transplant Games that take place in
North Lanarkshire this summer. The Games are
a sporting celebration encouraging transplant
patients to regain fitness whilst increasing
awareness of the need for people to join the
Organ Donor Register.
Some of the team were only too happy to get up
and show them how it’s done! Margaret, Linda,
Stephen, Sarah, Gemma, Eleanor and Brendan
all joined in and judging by the pictures they
had a great time!.
Well done guys!

For more information about becoming an organ donor please visit
www.organdonation.nhs.uk/faq/organ-donor-register/
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Our Celebration and
Recognition Event
On Friday 17th March 2017, we held our first annual Celebration
and Recognition Event. Many of our staff and people we work
for attended.
Donna introduced the event by thanking
all our staff for the amazing work they do
every day. She spoke about the relentless
challenges we have been faced with
over the past 5 years, and that, in spite
of this, we have still been able to support
people to have a great life and achieve
the things that are important to them. We
have achieved ‘Very Good’ and ‘Excellent’
scores from the Care Inspectorate.

Recognising the outstanding
contribution of our long serving staff
We were joined on the night by Gina Hagan,
SOL’s previous Director, who told us a bit about
the early days setting SOL up and supporting
people to move from long stay institutions to
their own homes in the community. Gina also
told us about how ‘the brick’ from Lennox Castle
came to be in SOL. She said that she and John
Dalrymple brought it here as a reminder that
‘walls should never divide us and that peoples
rightful place is within their own homes and
communities’. Gina then asked James Devine,
our longest serving member of staff present, to join her to accept a presentation on
behalf of all of our staff who have served the people we work for and the organisation for
10 years or more.
‘The Wall of SOL’ was unveiled as recognition of the contribution that our long serving
staff have made to SOL and the people we work for. It lists the names of all staff with
over 10 years service, and will be mounted on the wall in our reception area. We will
add names to the list each year. Staff were also presented with a long service award on
behalf of SOL’s Board, their colleagues and the people we work for.
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Photography by Ainsley Fitzhenry-Niven
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Our SOL Stars
Entrants
Rachel Sproat and Jack McNally
Peter Fleming, Barry Davidson and
William Gray
Some of the recipients of our Long Service award

Donna Thompson introducing the
Ian MacKinnon Award
for Excellence

SOL STARS
Next we heard about the amazing
work our SOL STARS have been
doing over the past year. We heard
about people achieving lifelong
dreams, moving house, getting
fit, attending college, building
confidence, getting a job, being part
of the community and being more
independent. There were so many
examples of great work and amazing
outcomes being achieved. Well done
to everyone who submitted an entry!

Wee Enterprizers
Wee Enterprizers are a group of aspiring
entrepreneurs exploring their own
business ideas. Liam, John, Marion and
Sara told us about the work they have
been doing setting up their own micro
enterprises. A big thanks to all the Support
Workers involved and in particular Karen
Anderson, Ross Scott, Calum Morgan and
Charlene Hartness who have supported
the Wee Enterprizers with their work!

Kevin Doherty, Marion Thomson,
Lee Frimley, Morag Campaign,
Michael Ndegwa and Sandii Clark
Louise Waple and Samina Ahmad
Paul Thomson, Robert Robson,
David Boyle and John Burrows
Valerie Cuthill and Pauline Corry
Charlie Blessing, Terry O’Rourke and
Tom McLelland
Sheila Cameron, Pauline Pearson,
Emma Jane O’Donnell and Rachel Gaffney
Yvonne Provan and SOL Connect Team
Alexander Murdoch, David McClusky,
Bill Harper, Gary Clements and Craig Rudd
Stephen Glassford, James Clarke,
Michael Lamarra, Gary Clements
Steven Black, Denis McEneny,
Mick McCall and Eddie Hughes
Ann Wallace and SOL Connect team
Karyn Orr, Clare Perkins, Rosemary Kelly
and Elenor Brown
Frankie Lucy, Liz Khan, Janice Laird and
Mark McCabe

Wee Enterprizers

Stewart Gibb presenting
the trophy

Jamie Murray, Jen Knox and Caroline Boyle
Paul Corbally and SOL Connect team
Jimmy Shaw, James Devine, Derek Kane
and Andy Laing
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Photography by Ainsley Fitzhenry-Niven
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Ian MacKinnon Award
for Excellence
Most of you will know that our Honorary
Patron, Ian MacKinnon, sadly passed on the
2nd of February 2017. He was a remarkable
selfless man who fought his entire life for
the rights of people with disabilities. He
contributed a great deal to SOL’s work
and inspired us all. We wanted to find a
way to ensure that Ian continues to inspire
inclusion, personal responsibility, happiness
and selflessness. We have dedicated an
Award for Excellence in his name, that will
be presented to a team who’s work most
represents his spirit and dedication.

This year the award was presented to
Karyn Orr, Clare Perkins, Rosemary
Kelly and Elenor Brown. They said;
“Thank you so much for recognising
Karyn’s achievements along with her
team. Receiving such an award and what
it represents is a lovely gesture which has
made us all feel very valued and humbled.
The ‘Ian MacKinnon Award for Excellence’
is a powerful way to offer gratitude to
another person. It can only help motivate
us all to keep contributing along with the
people we support. We as a team and
Karyn will be excited to pass this award
on with passion and enthusiasm to next
years STARS!”

20 Events in the run up to our birthday
We finished the evening off by launching our ‘Year of
Events’ leading up to our 20th anniversary next year.
We would love to hear your ideas about different events
we could have over the next year to help us celebrate.
We hope you all enjoyed the night, we certainly did!
We can’t wait until next year to celebrate again.

Ian MacKinnon Award for Excellence presented to:
Liz Smith (Practice Leader), Rosemary Kelly,
Elenor Brown, Karyn Orr and Clare Perkins

Music Motion
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Photography by Ainsley Fitzhenry-Niven
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SOL Stars Entrants
Jack McNally, Rachel Sproat and
Practice Leader Mary McCabe
Jack wanted a job, so he and
Rachel made an appointment
at the job centre. We all know
how difficult is to find work at the
moment and the job centre said
they had nothing available but
that didn’t stop them or make
them give up. They went and
found out about voluntary jobs
together so that Jack could get
some work experience.
Rachel used her own
connections and knew about an
opportunity in a shop. They filled
in the application form and Jack
attended an interview and got
the job!
Jack and Rachel then started
working on getting to and from
work, and now Jack travels to and from work himself.
Jack and Rachel didn’t give up, they worked on their vision together, used
their initiative and achieved a great outcome!
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Peter Fleming, Barry Davidson,
William Gray and Practice Leader Craig Irons
Peter really wanted to go
swimming so Peter, Barry
and Willie made a plan
to get in touch with the
Hamilton Water Palace
to check that they had
the facilities to make this
happen.
They worked together
with Peter and involved
his family to do a risk
assessment to make this
a reality. Peter has now
been enjoying the pool for
9 months. But they didn’t
stop at that! Whilst at the
pool one day they decided
to check out the gym and
Peter now has his own
personal trainer and is
enjoying working out!
They identified the
potential barriers and created a plan together to overcome them, they
involved all the important people and achieved a great outcome!
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Kevin Doherty, Marion Thomson, Lee Frimley,
Morag Campaign, Michael Ndegwa, Sandii Clark
and Practice Leader Kerry Gallacher
Kevin doesn’t use
words to speak, but
that certainly doesn’t
mean that he can’t
tell us about what’s
working for him and
what’s not.
The team undertook
a course in positive
behaviour support
and realised there
were things that
they could do that
could make things
better for Kevin.
They developed a
new activity planner that included lots of sensory activities. They did lots of
research and started work on a chill out room for Kevin with inflatable balls,
ceiling lanterns, bean bags and sensory lights.

Louise Waple, Samina Ahmad and
Practice Leader Sharon Vrinceanu
When Louise left college she wanted to keep
in touch with her friends.
Samina and Louise worked together to make
arrangements to contact people and meet up
on a regular basis.
They know that friendship is one of the most
important things in life!

Charlie Blessing, Terry O’Rourke,
Tom McLelland and Practice Leader Craig Irons
Charlie works at Boyle the Ironmongers in
Wishaw 2 days per week and has done for
many years.
His team have supported him to continue to
be a valued member of the team at Boyles,
supporting him to carry out admin tasks and
put stock away.

They believed that everyone can communicate, they developed a vision
together, they took on board and implemented the advice from their training
to achieve a great outcome.
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Sheila Cameron, Pauline Pearson,
Emma Jane O’Donnell, Rachel Gaffney
and Practice Leader Karen Moyes
Sheila told us about how her team
and in particular her main support
worker, Pauline, have supported
her to attend university.
Sheila and Pauline also planned 2
trips to Dublin where Sheila got to
visit the zoo.
Shelia also told us about her
dream of qualifying for an assistive
dog. Shelia and her team worked
with many people to make this a
reality. Pauline and Shelia drove
nearly 300 miles to Loughborough
and stayed in 2 different
accommodations on the way
down to go through the matching
process. They had to attend
interviews and worked together to
complete lots of complex paperwork.
Sheila and Pauline then decided to fly to London for a meeting which
previously Sheila only attended through a Skype call. They flew up and
back on the same day!
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Paul Thomson, Robert Robson, David Boyle,
John Burrows and Practice Leader Liz Smith
Paul has been growing his own
house plants - strawberries, chillies,
tomatoes etc. They visit various
garden centres where Paul can
browse the multitude of plants and
choose at his leisure which plants
he wishes to develop into mature
plants.
Paul loves to visit his family
especially, his dad, on a Tuesday
and a Saturday. His Dad is 84
years of age so Paul brings his dad
a daily paper on his visits.
Paul loves to play Bocca on a
Monday morning in the Gorbals
leisure centre. (He wants you to know that everyone is welcome!)
Paul loves to go on 2 holidays a year and he also loves cars – especially
his own. He goes to various motor museums and Knockhill car racing
circuit regularly. Paul is also a member of the Glasgow Dates-N-Mates.
“We all listen to what’s important to Paul and what he wants from
his life, then we work together as a team to support him to do all the
things that make him happy.”
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Valerie Cuthill, Pauline Corry and
Practice Leader Mary McCabe
Valerie had wanted to go horse riding for
ages, so she and Pauline worked together
to make this a reality.
They phoned round lots of different stables
and eventually got booked into Windyedge.
Valerie has now been enjoying going horse
riding every Saturday.
The things that we are passionate about
and love doing, that’s what makes life
worth living, when we get to do the things
that make us come alive!

Yvonne Provan and the SOL Connect team
Yvonne told us that since SOL Connect have
been introduced to her life she has at last got
a life!
She no longer needs to go to bed at 8pm, she
now has a choice!
Yvonne told us that she just loves the
Responders who come out to her, they make
such a huge difference to her life.
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Karyn Orr, Clare Perkins, Rosemary Kelly,
Elenor Brown and Practice Leader Liz Smith
Karyn moved into her
home over 18 months
ago. Since then we
have helped Karyn build
up a good relationship
with all her neighbours
by offering to take in
deliveries of parcels etc,
when they are not at
home and has meant that
they have got to know
Karyn and built up trust
with her and her staff.
At the age of 59, Karyn enrolled in her first college course for cooking.
She excelled so much so, that she was offered a further term on her
cooking course.
We have also helped Karyn make her house a home. We kept costs down
by using our own networks and getting various trades for free.
We have built up a good relationship with Karyn’s family over the last few
years and they have welcomed the teams ideas and suggestions.
The team achieved the outcomes for Karyn by using our skills and
experience. As a team we ensured Karyn was at the centre of all the
decision making and her best interests were at the heart of what we have
achieved.
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Alexander Murdoch, David McClusky,
Bill Harper, Gary Clements, Craig Rudd and
Practice Leader Stephanie Anderson
Alexander and
his team have
been working hard
staying healthy
and fit. They have
worked together
to gradually build
confidence to go
swimming, starting
off with only 10
minutes in the
pool and are now
spending an hour.
Alexander and his
team have also
worked really hard to build relationships with the people who work at the
pool and have really enjoyed the experience. Alexander finds it difficult
having people in his space but has gradually gained confidence since
going to the pool.
They have also been keeping fit and active by going long walks, meeting
and chatting to different people along the way. They have been really
patient with each other, taking small steps to achieve a great outcome.
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Stephen Glassford, James Clarke, Michael Lamarra,
Gary Clements and Practice Leader Craig Irons
Stephen wasn’t happy where he
lived so he and his team started
planning for a move. Moving
house was going to be a huge
change for Stephen so his team
kept reminding him about how all
he ever wanted was a house with
a garden. Stephen is now settled
in his new home and loving life
there. His team thought about how
Stephen could get to know his
new neighbours so he now takes
the bins out for them and has a
great relationship with them.
Stephen has also started attending the gym, and has enjoyed getting fit
and healthy and chatting with other gym members. Stephen’s new found
confidence and healthy lifestyle has meant that he no longer needs to take
medication or see any other health professionals – what a great outcome!
Stephen and his team then started to work on the next dream – going on
a trip to Ireland to see the Titanic museum. They planned this meticulously
with Stephen and his family and ensured that he made all the decisions
about the trip.
All of these experiences have supported Stephen to be much more
independent and confident. Great Outcomes!
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Ann Wallace and The SOL Connect team
Ann and her cousin told us that the
SOL Connect team have made a
massive difference in her life.
She said she used to feel anxious
and insecure but with SOL Connects
support she now enjoys so much
independence in her own home doing
the things she enjoys.

Frankie Lucy, Liz Khan, Janice Laird,
Mark McCabe and Practice Leader Liz Smith
Frankie and his team have achieved
so much, his life is packed so full of
fun and adventure it’s difficult to get
him in. He attends and helps to run
the craft classes and drama groups.
Reverend Campbell made him an
honorary Church Elder, he does lots
of fundraising for the church and
community groups. He also attends the
Fellowship Group where he takes a turn of making soup and sandwiches.
One of his favourite things is to go for lunch with his friend Sylvia.
Frankie is a big part of and has made a great contribution to his local
community!
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Steven Black, Denis McEneny, Mick McCall,
Eddie Hughes and Practice Leader Craig Irons
Steven has been trying lots of new experiences.
He has been going to the Dogs Trust to spend
time with the dogs, coming along to the Music
Motion group and going to the Shettleston Club.
Steven has also developed lots of new skills,
like staying at home independently and learning
to manage his diabetes himself.
Steven really wanted to get a car so his team
helped him fill in the forms and pick a new car.
Steven is loving getting out and about in his
new wheels!

Paul Corbally and SOL Connect team
Paul has worked alongside the SOL Connect
team to deliver a workshop on how to use the
technology. Paul has great confidence and
enthusiasm speaking.
He has also recently moved into his own home
and is an expert at using SOL Connect to be
independent.
Paul has also been a regular at the Music Motion
group and we hear he is an amazing singer!
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Jamie Murray, Jen Knox, Caroline Boyle and
Practice Leader Kerry Gallacher

Jimmy Shaw, Derek Kane, James Devine,
Andy Laing and Practice Leader Stephanie Anderson

Jamie was desperate to be
independent and live in his own
home. Lots of people were worried
about how Jamie would cope
without support, he was used to
having support 24/7 but was always
really clear that this didn’t work for
him. The team listened to what he
was telling them and they started
working together with SOL Connect
to achieve Jamie’s dream.
They worked to personalise his
Hub with lots of Top of the Pops
and Spice Girls. This meant Jamie
felt comfortable using it. Next Jen
worked with Jamie to support him
to make a call to the Connect team.
Jamie was very worried and anxious
about this but with Jen’s help he
made his first call to the Connect team. They did this 3 times a day for 2
months until Jamie knew how to make a call on his own.
Jamie then decided that it was time for him to be an ‘independent man’. He
tried his first night without support and then told us he didn’t want support
overnight ever again. Jamie has learnt to look after his own home, if he
is ever anxious he calls the Connect team for reassurance. Jamie has
enjoyed going out in his local community and trips to the beach, he goes
for massage once a week and has his mum over to visit and now he has
chosen to reduce his support again. He has proven to everyone that he
could indeed be an ‘Independent Man’.
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Jimmy and his team have been together for a long time and in this time they
have worked together to achieve many things.
Jimmy is a well known member of his community, he attends the Ozman
Club and has recently started attending the Music Motion group where he
loves to belt out a tune. He loves going to Tesco everyday and loves being
out and about in his car. His team have supported him to reconnect with
old friends.
Jimmy also recently achieved losing a stone in weight!
His team always have Jimmy at the heart of everything they do.
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A very big thank you to everyone who
came along and made it a brilliant night!
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Photography by Ainsley Fitzhenry-Niven
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John will be cooking
up something nice!
There is an old saying “if you can’t
stand the heat, get out of the kitchen!”
That doesn’t apply to John, who at the
end of last year had his whole kitchen
refurbished and it looks great. So great
in fact that he spends a lot of his time
in there now.
The team helped John prepare his
kitchen space so it was ready for the
Council to come and fit his new one.
The team also lent a hand when John
was picking the finishing touches for
his wonderful new kitchen.
A special mention must go to Wullie
who painted the walls and put John’s
new amazing clock up for him.
Happy cooking John!

More events coming up for the SOL Connect team!
The SOL Connect team have been
out and about yet again spreading
the word about the positive impact
technology enabled care can have on
a person’s life.
They recently took part in a Carers
Together Awareness Day and they have
even more demonstrations and events
planned over the coming months.
If you would like to attend any upcoming
events, or indeed get a free demonstration
from the team, then please call them on
01698 314026.
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Love is in the air!
John and Donna celebrated Christmas last
year by getting engaged! In March this year
they celebrated the event by holding a party at
the Beltane Bowling Club in Wishaw.
The hall looked fantastic complete
with neon flashing lights and a big
poster wishing them congratulations.
The night was attended by friends
and family and a great night was
had by all. The buffet was excellent
and the cake looked amazing and
was enjoyed by everyone.
John said “It was a great night and we would
like to thank everyone for the good wishes,
cards and presents we received.”
The happy couple really enjoyed their special
evening. Congratulations John and Donna.
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Archie’s TV and
Film Reviews
Archie reviews a couple
of classic movies for us!

Quiz Corner
1

Who wrote the ‘Famous Five’ books?

2

What is the capital of Argentina?

3

What would you be if you were
arachnophobic?

4

Which city would you fly into if you landed at
John Lennon Airport?

5

Who is missing... John, Paul, Ringo and
who?

6

What soap did Kylie Minogue star in?

7

Who is second in line to the throne?

Winners of the Lucky
Stars lottery over the
past few months are:

8

What is the name of Bruce Springsteen’s
band?

December winners:
1st prize - Pat Corrigan
2nd prize - Gerry Donnelly

9

What holiday was celebrated on Sunday,
16th April 2017?

Dead Reckoning
War heroes Rip Murdock (Humphrey Bogart) and
Johnny Drake (William Prince) are sent to Washington,
D.C. to receive top honours for their service. Johnny,
seemingly terrified by the publicity that awaits him,
jumps off the train and later turns up dead. Suspecting
foul play, Rip begins digging into his pal’s past. He
encounters cover-ups, threats to his own life and deadly
femme fatale Coral Chandler (Lizabeth Scott).

Archie’s verdict:

Archie
gives it:

9
10

Great movie. The car chase scene was a particular
highlight for me.

Prince Vaillant
After the evil King Sligon exiles his family from Scandia,
Prince Vaillant (Robert Wagner) vows to become a
member of King Arthur’s Knights of the Round Table in
order to return his father to the throne. As he travels to
Camelot, Vaillant discovers the Black Knight, a villain
conspiring with Sligon to destroy King Arthur. Under the
eye of Sir Gawain (Sterling Hayden), Vaillant trains to
become a knight, falls for a princess (Janet Leigh) and
unmasks the Black Knight.

Archie’s verdict:
The attack on the fortress is heart pumping stuff!
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January winners:
1st prize - Simon Thorley
2nd prize - Mary McCabe
February winners:
1st prize - Laura Doidge
2nd prize - Stephanie Anderson

11 Who played ‘The Green Lantern’ in 2011?

March winners:
1st prize - Pat Corrigan
2nd prize - Donna Thompson

13 What is the title of Ed Sheeran’s new album?

8
10

Good luck in trying to
get the correct answers.

10 Who is the Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative
Party?

12 Who won the Six Nations Rugby
Championship this year?

Archie
gives it:

The answers to our quiz
questions are on the
back page.

14 Who hosts the show ‘The Chase’?
15 Where is comedian Billy Connolly from?

April winners:
1st prize - Rosemary Hawkins
2nd prize - Margaret McIndoe
To join the Lucky Stars Lottery
contact Donna Bruce in the
SOL office on 01698 276206
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Remember to like
and share our pages!
Both SOL and SOL
Connect are on Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube.
These are ideal ways to
keep up-to-date with the
latest goings-on in the
organisation. Why don't you
check out our Facebook
pages and connect to us
on Twitter. You will also
be able to view an online
version of The SOL
Singer on SOL’s YouTube
channel.

/SOLScotland
/SOL_Scotland
/SOLScotland

/solconnectscotland
/SOLConnect1
/SOLConnect

1. Enid Blyton 2. Buenos Aires 3. Scared of spiders 4. Liverpool 5. George
6. Neighbours 7. Prince William 8. The E Street Band 9. Easter Sunday 10. Theresa
May 11. Ryan Reynolds 12. England 13. Divide 14. Bradley Walsh 15. Glasgow

Quiz Answers:

Contact Details
Motherwell
Thornliebank
58-60 Albert Street,
Motherwell,
ML1 1PR

Unit 6,
Spiersbridge Way,
Thornliebank,
Glasgow,
G46 8NG

Tel: 01698 276206

Tel: 0141 813 7073

E-mail: info@forliving.org

E-mail: info@forliving.org

visit our new website at www.forliving.org
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